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Xiomáro, who is now a member of Aspect Ratio’s editing team, is introduced by Sapna Dhandh-Sharma, editor and
founder of the magazine. His exclusive interview can be read here.
“I want to leave a legacy,” replied Xiomáro, when I first asked him why he chose to photograph the national parks
and the historical buildings of the New England area. “I want new and diverse audiences from the U.S. and abroad,
especially from urban areas, to come and experience open spaces and history.”
Xio is a recent convert to the photography world, but certainly not to the art world. Art became his first language at
an early age through his work in music, painting, writing and other creative endeavours. Among the many
luminaries who have inspired Xio, Ansel Adams was quoted the most.
“There are no rules for good photographs, there are only good photographs.” Ansel Adams
In his own way, Xio has always believed this. His first attempt at taking photographs at Arches National Park in
Utah invited patronizing comments from a chap carrying high-end camera equipment. Self-deprecating Xio was
recovering from his cancer at the time and was at a stage where he could be philosophical enough to ignore the
man‟s naivety. I know from my association with Xio, which the poor old chap in the park did not, that he had only
changed the tool. Where he once held a brush, he now held a camera. The results he wanted to show to the world
were already processed in his mind before he even pressed the shutter - a practise developed by him as an artist and
musician over the years. In such short period of time, Xio has been exhibited in many prestigious venues across the
United States, featured in reputable publications and on television.
With this background and experience, Xio gives us a synopsis of the development of photography, and how the
advancement of technology has created a democratic flowering of the art.
Presenting Xiomáro…….

Photography is an interesting medium for what can seem like an incongruous variety of expressions.
The camera can be used on a spacecraft to advance scientific knowledge, in a commercial studio to
create advertising and on a cellphone to grab a fleeting moment in our life. To be sure, Aspect Ratio
presents other expressions in the form of photojournalism, documentary, photo-reportage, thematic
art and several other genres.
Photography, however, does not always fall neatly into the boxes we create in our effort to
understand its power. This is because photography is not about the camera. Ultimately, it is about the
human being using the camera as an extension of his or her vision. The mind, the heart, the soul these are three “instruments” we all possess that often get subverted in our distraction to acquire the
latest gear. When this trinity is exalted, our boxes collapse and the genres start overlapping to
produce images having layers of meaning. And the power of photography becomes manifest.
Eadweard Muybridge (1830-1904) exemplified this, especially during the earlier part of his career in
photographing Yosemite Valley, California. Today, however, he is best known for having
ingeniously rigged a series of cameras and trip wires to create a continuous set of photographs that
broke down the complicated blur of a horse‟s gallop. Artists struggling to depict equine motion now
had an accurate reference from which to paint, particularly the final confirmation that all four feet are
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actually lifted off the ground. This scientific breakthrough led to Muybridge inventing the
zoopraxiscope, the precursor to the movie projector, for which he is also well known.
But it was Muybridge‟s photographic collection of the Yosemite landscape in 1867 and 1872 that not
only displays the technical prowess that would later play into his motion studies, but also his artistry.
His deft handling of compositional elements such as line, light, tone, mass, and space worked
together to elicit a powerful response from the viewer that the written word could not.
Articles and drawings describing the sublime features of the western landscape seemed hard to
believe. But Muybridge‟s photographs were published in local newspapers. Where words failed, his
images succeeded in transporting the viewer to witness these natural wonders. Readers around the
world connected with Muybridge‟s images because the unique beauty of these open spaces was
quickly falling victim to the relentless commercial exploitation wrought by the Industrial Revolution.
This awareness helped propel environmentalism and the creation of national parks as a way to protect
nature through conservation (i.e., the protection of natural resources through proper use) and
preservation (i.e., the protection of nature from use).
In 1872, Yellowstone became the first national park in the United States and in the world, in part,
because of William Henry Jackson (1843-1942), whose compelling photographs were more than
mere “captures” of the scenery. There were other photographers who also put thought and spirit into
their work. Even before Muybridge, Carleton Watkins (1829-1916) created iconic images of
Yosemite that became an influential factor in having that valley protected as a state park in 1864 and
finally as a national park in 1890. This environmental trajectory continued during the first few years
of the 20th century when nearly 230,000,000 acres were protected through the executive pen of
Theodore Roosevelt, the “Conservation President.”
Today, Ansel Adams (1902-1984) is probably
most associated with this type of photography.
But Muybridge, Jackson, Watkins and others set
the stage for Adams connecting with President
Franklin D. Roosevelt (a distant cousin of
Theodore). In 1938, thanks to the largesse of a
Sierra Club member, Adams published Sierra
Nevada: The John Muir Trail. He sent a copy of
the photo book to the National Park Service
which, in turn, gave it to Harold L. Ickes, the
Secretary of the Interior. Ickes passed it on to
President Roosevelt and the two politicians
pushed for the creation of Kings Canyon
Painting of Theodore Roosevelt
National Park in 1940, which encompasses the
area Adams featured in the book. Adams was
humble about how much of this outcome was attributable to Sierra Nevada. However, he readily
acknowledged that the effectiveness of his photographs was due to “an excitement in them which
commands more attention than if they were the same scene not composed or adequately printed.”
These parks focused on the protection of nature: landscapes, scenery, and vistas, especially unusual
features such as Old Faithful Geyser, the Grand Canyon, or the Redwood Forest. But protection
efforts eventually broadened to include the manmade: battlefields, forts and other historic or
archaeological sites like the home and studio of J. Alden Weir, the father of American Impressionist
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painting, or Mesa Verde where ancient cliff dwellings are preserved. Weir‟s homestead is now a
National Park Service unit known as Weir Farm National Historic Site, as is President Theodore
Roosevelt‟s estate and “summer White House” now protected as Sagamore Hill National Historic
Site.

Above: Sagamore Hill; Below right: Pantry Telephone at Sagamore Hill

Other expansions include preserves, seashores and recreation
areas such as Big Cypress National Preserve, the swamp that
feeds into the Everglades in Florida; Fire Island National
Seashore, which includes both a wilderness dunes and the
estate of William Floyd, a New York revolutionary who signed
the Declaration of Independence; and Boston Harbor Islands
National Recreation Area comprised of 34 islands and
peninsulas with trails, campsites and beaches as well as historic
forts and lighthouses.
These developments led Pulitzer Prize winning author and
environmentalist Wallace Stegner (1909-1993) to observe that
"National parks are the best idea we ever had. Absolutely
American, absolutely democratic, they reflect us at our best
rather than our worst." Indeed, soon after Yellowstone became
the world‟s first national park, Australia followed by
establishing the Royal National Park in 1879. In Europe, the
first national parks were created by Sweden in 1909 while
Africa saw its first national park in 1925. By 1972, the United
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Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) began designating World
Heritage Site protection to locations having outstanding cultural or physical significance.
Appropriately, Yellowstone was one of the first World Heritage Sites in the United States to be
selected.

Weir Farm View

Weir Bust
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Big Cypress Morning

Unfortunately, conservation and preservation are not universally embraced. Two colossal statues of
Buddha were carved into the side of a cliff in Afghanistan‟s Bamiyan Valley. For 1,700 years, the
twin Buddhas stood and survived the weather, earthquakes and the artillery of the Mongols and the
Persians. But they could not withstand the fanatical religious intolerance and hateful contempt the
Taliban unleashed over several weeks in 2001. When their anti-aircraft guns and anti-tank mines
failed to destroy the statues, the Taliban blew them up by triggering dynamite charges inside holes
they drilled into the torsos. These unique artifacts from Afghanistan‟s Buddhist heritage are lost
forever. Of course, this was an extreme and reckless act perpetrated by an extreme and dangerous
minority. Nevertheless, the conservation and preservation of our natural resources and cultural
heritage remain at risk in the free world too.
When Watkins, Muybridge, and Jackson created
their photographs, they used the cumbersome
and dangerous pre-film technique of wet plate
collodion. This involved transporting chemicals
and heavy glass plates over treacherously rough
terrain way before the convenience of
automobiles and highways. The collodion was
poured, on-site, onto glass plates (Watkins‟
“mammoth” plates measured 18”x22”); the
plates were dipped into a solution of silver
nitrate and then, while still wet, exposed in the
camera; developer was poured onto the plate
while inside a darkroom tent; a fixing agent
Skyline From Lovells Island - Boston Harbor Islands
would then be poured onto the plate after which
it was washed in water, varnished and then dried
over an open flame. The collodion, silver nitrate solution, developer, fixing agent, and varnish were
all mixed (not store-bought) and the time needed to expose, wash, varnish and dry the plates was
determined by experience as it was dependent on temperature, humidity and other climate factors.
Even the seemingly simple act of pouring the chemicals required an experienced hand. Once the
photographs were completed, there was no guarantee that the fragile glass plate photographs - each a
one-of-kind piece - would return from the long journey unscathed.
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Wet Plate Bird Skeleton
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Above: Civil War Hospital On Georges Island - Boston Harbor Islands; Below: William Floyd's Sword – Fire Island

Figure 27
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Today we are living in the Golden Age of photography. Ostensibly everyone has a small, lightweight
cellphone in their pocket or purse, which means they are likely to also have a camera. This digital
device - with more computing power than was used to land on the moon - involves none of the
chemical struggles that Watkins, Muybridge, and Jackson endured. Even Ansel Adams‟ film camera
would test the patience of many modern-day DSLR photographers. Today‟s equipment is truly a
marvel of technology worthy of admiration. But, in the end, they are implements just as a
wordprocessor is to a novelist, a computer is to a music producer, paint and brushes are to a visual
artist or a shovel is to a ditch digger.
To whom much is given,
much is required. We
are a little more than a
decade into a new
century, with new
complexities to old
problems and new
advancements in the
camera Louis-JacquesMande Daguerre
introduced in 1839.
Rather than worship at
the altar of technology,
we can use cellphones,
DSLRs and the panoply
of cameras and
processes from the past
176 years as a broad
palette with which to
create compelling genre- Big Cypress Egret
defying images so that
we can leave behind a better world than the one we were born into.
Our digital cameras and photo files are infinitely duplicable, and can be instantly uploaded to the
internet to potentially reach a worldwide audience. We can defer today‟s photographic expression for
want of tomorrow‟s newest toy. Better yet, we can use our mind, heart and soul to work with
whatever equipment we presently own to create images that will go out into the world like a corps of
ambassadors.

All images © Xiomáro
Xiomáro is a widely exhibited and published artist, curator, writer, and speaker whose work has been covered by
The New York Times, The Huffington Post and Fine Art Connoisseur. He is a Visiting Artist at Weir Farm
National Historic Site where he began as an Artist-in-Residence. His photography has been widely exhibited at
venues such as Harvard University, Theodore Roosevelt Executive & Legislative Building, Long Island Museum,
Fraunces Tavern Museum, African Burial Ground National Monument, Siena Art Institute (Italy) and by
members of Congress. Brigham Young University, National Park Service sites and fine art galleries have
acquired Xio‟s prints for their permanent collections. He has appeared on television on numerous occasions.
www.xiomaro.com
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With special thanks to all the featured artists.
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